
California Transformative Social and Emotional Learning Suite of Tools Descriptions:
Moving California Forward In The Pursuit Of Equity And Excellence

California Transformative (T-SEL) Social and Emotional Learning
Competencies and Conditions for Thriving seek to create a culture of care,
inclusion, belonging, agency, and liberation through building knowledge and
capacities that allow adults and students to thrive individually and as a
community. Access the Competencies and Conditions here.

Kindergarten-Adult Transformative Social and Emotional Learning Competencies:
● Can be used by any educator or youth development professional in any learning environment serving

K-12 students or by anyone creating training, pre-service, or in-service professional learning for adults
who work with children and young people.

● Offer developmental early elementary, late elementary, middle school, high school, and adult indicators
for CASEL’s five core competencies: self awareness; self-management; social awareness; relationship
skills; and responsible decision making.

● Include student and community statements and research-based rationales for each of the five
competencies.

● Can be used to:
○ design social, emotional, and academic instruction and to guide curriculum selection and delivery
○ create or identify lessons that give learners opportunities to build the knowledge, skills, and

capacities outlined in the appropriate developmental band
○ expand and enrich teaching practice and embed T-SEL learning opportunities throughout the school

day and beyond.

Transformative SEL Conditions for Thriving:
● Are for change agents and decision-makers at each level of the school system including classroom

educators and school staff, building and district administrators, county office of education and state
department of education staff, and organizations, activists, and policy shapers who work to support or
influence those contexts.

● Outline the conditions that support SEL development, across all levels and stakeholders of the
education system. Expands upon and provides guidance on operationalizing the California SEL Guiding
Principles across classrooms, schools, districts, county offices, at the state level, and other learning
settings.

● Offers ideas for ‘retooling’ different levels of the education system toward a whole child development
focus

● Gives many access
points for assessing
and improving
conditions depending
on your context’s
priorities and
progress to date.

Curated Collection of
Free SEL Resources to
support social and emotional learning implementation, including themed resources for classrooms and
schools and tools from state and national providers. Accessible via California Educators Together.
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https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/se/tsel.asp
https://www.cde.ca.gov/eo/in/documents/selguidingprincipleswb.pdf
https://www.cde.ca.gov/eo/in/documents/selguidingprincipleswb.pdf
https://www.caeducatorstogether.org/collections/sel-for-california-master-collection

